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After Wednesday finds her brother Pugsley tied up in a locker, she sees a psychic vision of his bullies. 
Why does Wednesday get expelled from school? 

She attempted to kill the bullies using 
piranha fish 

What is the name of the school for outcasts, located in Jericho, Vermont that Wednesday's parents, 
Morticia and Gomez, decide to enrol her at? 

Nevermore Academy 

Who does Morticia and Gomez release to watch over Wednesday? Thing 
Who is Wednesday's roommate and what Supernatural creature is she? Enid Sinclair and Werewolf 
Who agrees to help Wednesday escape school? Tyler Galpin 
What is the name of the school principal who is an old school friend of Morticia's? Larissa Weems 
Which former 'Wednesday Addams' actress stars as botanical science teacher, Marilyn Thornhill? Christina Ricci 
After Rowan is murdered by the monster, how does he appear at school the following day? Principle Weems shapeshifted into him 
What does Wednesday overhear Bianca planning? Rigging the upcoming student 

tournament 
What does Principle Ween order Wednesday to do in the upcoming town ceremony? Play in the school's band 
Who does Wednesday believe the girl in her visions to be? Her ancestor 
Wednesday orders Thing to destroy a statue of who? Joseph Crackstone 
Why does Wednesday and Thing break into the coroner’s office? To copy the files of the monster's victims 
What does Wednesday discover has happened to the bodies of each of the monsters’ victims? Had body parts surgically removed 
What does Wednesday retrieve from the monster’s lair, giving the evidence to Sheriff Galpin for 
testing? 

One of the monsters claws 

Who interrupts the school dance and triggers the buildings fire sprinklers in revenge for Wednesday's 
disruption of the town ceremony? 

Mayor Walker's son, Lucas 

Wednesday senses that Eugene is in danger and heads into the forest, how does she find Eugene? Gravely injured by the monster 
32 years ago, who was arrested at Nevermore on suspicion of killing Garrett Gates? Gomez Addams 
Whilst in prison, what does Gomez admit to Wednesday about the killing of Garrett Gates? That he was covering up for Morticia 
Principle Weens admits to covering up Rowan's death by shapeshifting. What was her reasons for 
covering up the death? 

To evade controversy at the school 

When Wednesday has a vision of Goody Addams, she is instructed to seek out the Gates Mansion. Who 
does Wednesday witness sneaking out of the mansion? 

Mayor Walker 

What does Wednesday, Enid and Tyler discover in the cellar of the Gates Mansion? Severed body parts of the monster's 
victims 

When Wednesday leads Sheriff Galpin to the cellar at the Gates Mansion, how do they find it? Empty 
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Who got run over and left severely injured and then later at the hospital, is killed by an unknown 
figure? 

Mayor Walker 

At Mayor Walker's funeral, Wednesday notices a lurking figure and chases it into the forest. Who is 
the figure revealed to be? 

Uncle Fester 

Uncle Fester tells Wednesday that the monster she has been investigating is a what? Hyde 
When Wednesday and Uncle Fester retrieve a diary from the hidden library, it reveals that a Hyde 
must always have what? 

A master 

When Wednesday returns from a date with Tyler, she finds that her dorm room has been vandalised, 
the diary stolen and who has been gravely injured? 

Thing 

Before she is killed by the Hyde, who does Wednesday initially suspect to be its master? Dr. Valerie Kinbott 
Wednesday has a vision whilst kissing Tyler. Who does her vision show to be the Hyde? Tyler 
What does Wednesday do to her suspect to make him confess to being the Hyde? Tortures him 
Her classmates disagree with her methods of getting information from her suspect and alert 
Principal Weems. What then happens to Wednesday? 

She gets arrested and then expelled from 
Nevermore 

Who secretly confesses to Wednesday that he is the Hyde? Tyler 
Wednesday visits Eugene in the hospital who gives her a description of the figure he saw at the 
monster's cave. Who does his description match? 

Marilyn Thornhill 

Which two characters get Thornhill to confess she is Laurel Gates and manipulated Tyler into killing 
the victims? 

Professor Weems, disguised as Tyler, and 
Wednesday 

After Thornhill/Gates kills Professor Weems and subdues Wednesday, she uses Wednesday's blood to 
resurrect Joseph Crackstone. Who appears to save and heal Wednesday? 

Goody Addams 

 


